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WAR DIARIES OF A RAT OF TOBRUK
Editor’s Note: In the 2019 issue of Take Post, we featured John Campbell’s life journey from his early days in
Mildura to his retirement after a successful business career. In between, we touched on John’s time as a member
of the 2nd/3rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, and in particular the months he spent as one of the Rats
of Tobruk. Speaking with John’s son Ian at the 2019 AGM, I discovered he was in the process of transcribing
John’s war diaries and asked if he could provide selected extracts for inclusion in the 2020 edition of Take Post.
Ian graciously provided significant extracts of John’s diaries , which have been heavily edited for space reasons.
Note from the transcriber:
John’s original WW2 diaries are pocket sized, the pages measuring around 75mm x 125mm and lines spaced
around 5mm apart. They have been mostly written using a fountain pen and there are many abbreviations to
save space. I have attempted to transcribe the diaries as accurately as possible, keeping the spelling, grammar
and punctuation true to the original. (John was not big on using full stops or apostrophes.) I have tried to clarify
with John any words that I found illegible or did not make sense as well as checking any names and places that
would help to give meaning to the reader. I have added footnotes to explain some of these things.
According to John, Australian soldiers were discouraged from keeping personal diaries as information contained
in them could potentially help the enemy if they fell into their hands. John was not the only Aussie soldier to
keep a diary and made sure it excluded details about Allied operations that may assist the enemy. Ian Campbell
15th January, 2020.
Extracts from John Campbell’s war diaries commence on Page 6 and the full transcription will be uploaded to our
web site in due course.
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2nd / 3rd Remembrance Group
The Remembrance Group, comprised of direct descendants
of original members, was formally established in 2008 and
today numbers almost 100 members.
If you are the son or daughter of an original member and/or
have children who would like to participate in the activities
of the Remembrance Group, please contact Malcolm
Wrigglesworth, Honorary Secretary on 03 9726 0803 or
send us a message through the “Contact Us” section of the
Association’s website: www.antiaircraft.org.au/Contact Us
It is not an onerous role and currently costs only $25.00 per
year to participate. Your support is important if the men
and the deeds of the 2nd/3rd are to continue to be
remembered and promoted into the future.

We Will Remember Them
The Association has not been advised of the passing of any
of our original Service members in the past twelve months,
and to the best of our knowledge, we still have four surviving original Service members.

They shall grow not old,
As we that are left grow old.
Age shall not weary them,
Nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun
And in the morning
We will remember them.

Lest we forget!
In 2014, the Association made a submission to the Australian War Memorial in partnership with the National Library
of Australia, to include our web site in PANDORA, Australia’s Web Archive. PANDORA was established by the National Library in 1996 to enable archiving and provision of
long term access to on-line Australian publications. As a
PANDORA partner, the AWM identifies, assesses, selects
and catalogues sites of relevance to Australian military history. Based on our submission, the AWM assessed our web
site to be of relevant military history, and authorised the
National Library to add it the PANDORA Archive.

2nd /3rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment Association
Take Post is published by the 2nd/3rd
Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment
Association for the benefit of members
and friends of the Association.
The 2nd/ 3rd Australian Light AntiAircraft Regiment was raised in
Melbourne in 1940 and served with
distinction in World War II, with Theatre
Honours from Crete, Tobruk,
the
Western Desert, Syria, Port Moresby,
Milne Bay, Lae, Buna and Borneo. The
Regiment experienced a high number of
battle casualties through deaths,
wounded and prisoners of war.
Formed in 1945, the Regiment
Association has been active in
commemorating and celebrating the
history of the 2nd/3rd ever since.
In 2008, the Association’s Constitution
was amended to allow descendants of
the original 1,935 members of the
Regiment to become members of the
Association and to provide for the future
carriage of the Association.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT– 2020 AGM
ment. Over 100 men of the Battery
were still POWs in Europe.
8th Battery had been disbanded in
September 1944, and some of its
men formed a new ‘C’ troop in
7 Battery of the 2/2 Composite AA
Regt. This was previously an independent battery providing AA defences at Buna, Territory of Papua.
9th Battery were at sea off the coast
of New Guinea on the troopship SS
Sea Ray, going ashore at Morotai,
and participating in the Labuan
landing in June as part of the 2/3rd
Composite AA Regiment.
Another year has passed and it is
now 75 years since the end of the
War in the Pacific and the Second
World War, and the disbanding of
the final Batteries of the Regiment.
75 years ago, former members of
Regimental Headquarters and Signals and Workshops Sections had
been disbursed to various other
units, although some of the latter
stayed with 7th, 8th and 9th Batteries
until they were disbanded at the end
of the war.
th

By April 1945, 7 Battery was at Caboolture, Queensland, after having
provided anti-aircraft (AA) defences
at Buna Beach and the nearby Cape
Endaiadere in what is now the Oro
(Northern) Province of PNG, as part
of the 2/2nd Composite AA Regi-

The men of the Regiment saw active service in many of the theatres
of war in Tobruk, Crete, the Western Desert, Syria, Port Moresby,
Milne Bay, Lae, Buna and Borneo.
Through our website, Take Post
and our AGM and Reunion, the Association continues to inform descendants of the original members
and the public at large about the
important contribution that our
men made to Australia.
Thanks to our Editor Colin Bragg,
the Association is pleased to present another very interesting edition of Take Post. This edition includes excerpts from John Campbell’s (8th Battery, VX38276) war
diaries covering his time during the
siege of Tobruk, which I found to

Vale William Antony Cole Rudd OAM, VX39694.

Katrina Kittel, author of the recently published book
"Shooting Through: Campo 106 escaped POWs after the
Italian Armistice", provided permission for us to include
extracts of the Vale she wrote for Bill Rudd.
Bill died 29 October 2019, 39 days short of his 102nd
birthday. Bill (a surveyor and a member of the 2/7th Field
Engineers) was taken prisoner at Alamein 27/7/1942. A
POW of the Italians, he escaped in September 1943 and
within a fortnight he tentatively stepped into Swiss territory.
In recent decades, Bill became known and deeply respected by POW families and researchers for his extensive research activities, his gathering of accounts by fellow exPOWs, his generosity in communications to all who sought
information to understand more about POW experience.
Bill quietly initiated and supported many commemorative
projects. One example: collaborating with New Zealander
POW Charles Watkins, the ex-POW duo sourced funds to
create and install a plaque to commemorate POWs killed
as a result of the torpedo attack on the Nino Bixio, 17 August 1942, and its aftermath.
(http://www.campo57.com/products.html)
Bill Rudd is one of the most remarkable persons I have
met.. Stumbling upon Bill's website anzacpow.com in
2011, searching for any snippets about the POW context
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be riveting. It is very sobering to
think of those young men, many like
John barely 20 years of age, with the
responsibility of the world on their
shoulders, facing their own mortality
in such dreadful circumstances. John
wrote at the time:

Such is war you can never tell when
you are going to get it next. Just like
these chaps walking around full of life
one moment, the next killed or blinded for life. But I suppose that is war. It
is an utterly stupid thing; War. I wish
all this could be settled without it.
The “companion piece” to John’s war
diary are articles from the Tobruk
Truth of 27 August 1941 and the Special Supplement of the Tobruk Truth
dated 14 April 1941 which provide
both a global as well as a local context
for John’s story.
Covering a different part of the world,
Foster Crooke (son of J.D. Crooke, 9th
Battery, VX46047) writes a fascinating account of his two recent military
history tours of Papua New Guinea,
visiting Pacific War Sites. Foster’s father saw service at Port Moresby,
Milne Bay and Lae.
My thanks go to our Committee for
their work throughout the year. Sadly, there will be no ANZAC Day march
this year, but I encourage you to
keep the banner flying and remember
the men of the Regiment and the sacrifices that they made for us.

of my father Col and his mate Peter, I saw photos that sit
in my father's Globite case and with further digging I now
know where, when, and who snapped these shots.
Meeting Bill and becoming a regular correspondent, my
curiosity about two POWs snowballed to two thousand
when Bill, in his mid-90s, invited me to assist him to compile a nominal roll of Australian POWs in Italy.
I plodded along with this roll. Nominal rolls of a subset, the
Campo 106 Australian and New Zealander POWs, are
appendices in Shooting Through, a paperback that he will
not hold in his hand, nor sit amongst his collection.
Since 2011, Bill nurtured my abandoned love for archival
and interview research and writing history. Taking me under his wide wing, mentoring, encouraging, listening, explaining, information-sharing, email bantering, pub lunching, network-building, an ex-POW turned historian took me
prisoner.
I'll miss him. But, as Bill whispered just a few weeks ago,
there is much more to do.

Shooting Through may be purchased directly from Katrina
for $45.00, including postage and handling at PO Box 36,
Nelson Bay, NSW, 2315
Katrina's email address is katrinakittel9@gmail.com
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The Sentry’s Log . . . . . . . . . .
Lew Potter

Sentry’s Log By
David McDonald
As the Association’s Research Officer I
have the pleasure of responding to
requests for information about the
Regiment and its members. Many of
these are quite straightforward, with
descendants seeking information
about relatives who served in the
Regiment or in other anti-aircraft
units. I am usually able to provide
them with information about how to
find out what they are looking for,
particularly through accessing the
person’s service record at the Australian Archives.
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/
SearchNRetrieve/Interface/
SearchScreens/BasicSearch.aspx
Another option is to review the relevant sections of the Regiment’s history, “On Target”
http://www.antiaircraft.org.au/aboutus/on-target/on-target.
A useful source for interpreting the
service record abbreviations is the
National Archives web page ‘Common
abbreviations found on service records’ at
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/
Explore/defence/abbreviations.aspx.
Another is the Australian War Memorial’s online ‘Search for abbreviation
or acronym’:
https://www.awm.gov.au/glossary/
Their encyclopedia also helps:
https:www.awm.gov.au/encyclopedia
Please contact me at:
info@antiaircraft.org.au if you need
further assistance in understanding
the service records.

The following are examples of the
enquiries received from members and
interested persons through our web
site:
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I am Lew Potter (Jr) of Malvern
East. My father , Lew Potter
VX31007 was in the 2/3rd Lt Ack Ack
and was well known and liked
amongst the Regt. I attended with
him at a couple of reunions in his later life 15yrs ago. The Marysville RSL
are attempting to reconstruct their
historical records and have asked me
for his military service recollections. Apart from a brief paragraph in
"Ön Target", we don't have any written history of our dads service.
I'm making contact with you in the
hope you might point me in the right
direction. Where can I start, are
there any surviving mates of dad that
I might contact. In addition to the
single page Service Certificate, a digital copy of the Full Service Record (8
pages) of Lewis Henry Potter
(VX31007), 8 Battery, is available for
downloading from the National Archives.
He enlisted on 19 June 1940, became
a POW in April 1941, and was discharged on 30 October 1945. As he
was in 8 Battery, the only surviving
"mates" would be John Campbell or
John Marshall.

Travis McLeod
Please help with info about my
grandfather Alexander Baker Brown.
He fought in New Guinea and I believe was apart of the 2/3 AA regiment. He was From Fremantle WA
and born in 1922. He was the son of
Alfred Kethero Brown, the WW1 hero
that I have attached a link from a story I read written about him, information on Alfred also much appreciated.
Anything will help, thank you kindly
for the wonderful job you are doing
Hello Travis, than you for contacting
the 2/3rd Aust Light Anti-aircraft
Regiment Association.
Your grandfather was not a member
of 2/3rd Aust Light Anti-aircraft Regiment. He was with the 66 Aust Antiaircraft Company, Royal Aust Engineers - this was an anti-aircraft
searchlight unit. Subsequently,
searchlight units were transferred to
the Corps of Australia Artillery and he
became a member of the 78 Antiaircraft Searchlight Battery which
was part of the 2/3 Composite Antiaircraft Regiment (also known as 2/3

Aust AA Regt). The sub-units of the
2/3 Comp AA Regt were his searchlight battery, the 2/9 Light AA Bty and
the 2/6 Heavy AA Bty. He served at
Milne Bay, the Netherland East Indies
and Borneo.

Thank you so much David, that was
more than I have been able to find out
in hundreds of hours of research.

Alistair McDavid
We have just discovered some family
papers about defending Heraklion
Airfield during the Battle for Crete in
May 1941.
One Australian officer is mentioned, a
Major Hepworth, it says he was CO of
the Australian 9th Light AA Battery.
First of all, have I got the right connection, contacting the antiaircraft.org.au and secondly is there a
list of men by battery? I'm a bit stuck
as I have no first name or initials.
If you have any information or can
point me in the right direction I'd be
very grateful.
We have three surviving members
who were in the 7th Battery, and they
are:
Ian Barker VX31735 (see 2017 Take
Post), Dave Humphreys
VX35094 (see 2018 Take Post) and
John Marshall NX20486 (who was in
both 7th and 8th Batteries and who
was the source of many photos on our
web site)
Hello again Alastair, pls see below the
response from one of our Association's Committee members, Colin
Bragg, about the original members of
the 2/3 Aust LAA Regt, still living, who
served in the Battle for Crete.
'Take Post', that Colin references, is
the annual newsletter of the Association, that Colin edits. He also compiled the Regiment's nominal roll. The
issues of 'Take Post' mentioned are
online at https://
www.antiaircraft.org.au/take-post Colin has, in recent years, interviewed
Ian Barker and Dave Humphreys, and
documented their oral histories. And
just out of curiosity, may I ask what
your interest is in this WW2 battle?

Stephen Kelleher
I am a distant relative of Bdr Leo
Young from Maffra, Vic VX 48662 of
the 3rd Aust light AA regt. Leo was
killed in the evacuation of Crete on
29/5/41 , but I would like to know if
there are any specific references to
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. . . . . . .and the Secretary’s Desk
him in written recollections or histories
during his service in Greece and Crete?.
Leo also played 10 games as a forward for
Hawthorn in 1939
Response provided

Barry Waddell
I have just found some information on
my Grandfather and his war service. He
enlisted in 1940 into 2nd/3rd Aust Light
AA regiment and was part of the 8th
Light AA Battery.
I am just wondering if there is any information that I can obtain from your association.
There was a book produced about the
2nd/3rd Light AA Regiment.
Response provided

The Secretary’s Desk By
Malcolm Wrigglesworth

Welcome and greetings to all members
and friends of the 2nd / 3rd ALAA Regiment Association. As has been the case
since we established our web site, most
enquires are received through the website or by email. Association Research
Officer David McDonald handles the
more detailed responses. (Please refer to
the Sentry's Log for some examples of
enquiries in this year's Take Post)
This past twelve months very little correspondence has come across my desk
apart from a couple of phone calls towards the end of the calendar year and
early this year.
One such phone call was from Foster and
Katherine Crooke asking whether we
would like an article for Take Post relating to their two trips to World War Two
sites in the islands of Papa New Guinea in
May and December 2019. (We are
pleased to include Foster and Katherine's
story in this year’s issue).
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The Year in Review
I continue to receive phone calls
from descendants of members of
the 2nd/3rd and other anti-aircraft
Regiments seeking information
regarding former war veterans.
These calls are usually received
after family members have
searched the internet, and frequently reflect that:
Most WW2 Associations have
been wound up, or Regiment Associations have not existed.
Very few Associations have a
website, particularly Australian
Anti-Aircraft Regiment Associations.
A Web search under "AntiAircraft" will invariably bring up
our 2nd / 3rd web site.
Whilst we are unable to answer all
these enquiries, we endeavour to
provide sufficient information for
them to be followed up by the
enquirers.
The Association has not been advised of the passing of any original service members since the
2019 AGM.
Our records indicate there are
only four surviving original service
members, of the 1,935 original
service members of the 2nd / 3rd
ALAA Regiment, that we are able
to contact.
Donations
The Association continues to receive donations from members,
enabling us to continue to underwrite the cost of the AGM / Reunion, to undertake maintenance of
our web site, to produce Take
Post and to fund any unscheduled
technical up-grades to our web
site.
Thank you to all members who
have made donations throughout
the year, and in particular Doreen
Bryant, Dot Harris, Daniel Wanders, Pat Thurlbeck and John
MacMillan.
The Association is very grateful
and appreciates all donations to
enable the continuance of this
wonderful Association in remembrance of the original members of
the 2nd / 3rd ALAA Regiment.

2nd/3rd Website
The Association web site is working
well. Since we included a RECAPTCHA
requirement on the web site last year
the number of spam emails has been
significantly reduced. The remainder
are dealt with by Treasurer Colin
Bragg and Research Officer David
McDonald who maintain a regular
watch on day to day activities. Website / server updates and security procedures are referred to Malcolm Romano from Designsense Web, for any
necessary action.
Thank you again in particular to its
principal, Malcolm Romano. We are
very appreciative of David McDonald,
and Colin Bragg for making time
available to oversee and attend to
and eradicate corruptive software,
and installing new and important articles for all the Remembrance Group
and others to view.
Remembrance Group
The Remembrance Group remains
strong with currently over 90 members, of whom 50 attended the 2019
AGM / Reunion Luncheon.... a very
good attendance.
Last year we had one original service
member, John Campbell, who thoroughly enjoyed the AGM/ Reunion
and Luncheon.
Please remember to advise myself or
Colin Bragg (Treasurer) of any changes to your address, email and phone
numbers, so we can keep in touch
with further developments or events
that maybe forthcoming later in the
year.
Take Post
This year's Take Post feature articles
are extracts from John Campbell's war
diaries (thanks to Ian Campbell's transcription efforts) and Foster and Katherine Crooke’s trips to Papua New
Guinea.
I would like to thank Colin Bragg for
his tremendous effort and valuable
time in sourcing wonderful articles
that are headlight features in Take
Post and in formulating and preparing
this year's Take Post. Similarly, thank
you to David McDonald for his
"forensic" vetting to ensure dates,
times, places, spelling and attribution
are correct or added.
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we shipped a sea over the rail which lifted me off the deck
and let me down again, leaving everything wet including my
1941 Thursday Jan. 30
uniform. Bob + I hopped out wrapped a blanket around ourThis morning was a very busy one, packing up our gear
selves and got into a corner out of the wind where we took
ready to disembark at Haifa which was sighted at 8.30 and
stock. The boat was rolling horribly. At 12 sighted Tobruk
anchored in the harbour at 10. Haifa is a very modern city,
this new section being built since 1918 and is situated on the and anchored at 12.30 Had good dinner + feel good but cold
now. This land seems barren and bleak, the town appears to
slope of a steep range of hills running down to the sea.
be deserted but there is quite a bit of shipping in the harbour
Buildings are very thick up half way + from there thin out,
they all appear to be much the same design and are all light 1941 Tuesday Feb. 11
colors mainly yellow. After leaving Port Said last night there Up anchored this morning and went into the harbour where I
saw much damage. The tops of four ships showing through
were only the “Dilwara” + “Devonshire” escorted by a dethe water and two beached. Another was burning at the
stroyer. Heard this afternoon Huns bombed El Cantara1 +
shore while another had a wrecked stern—the story of the
Ismailia last night also Pt Said we just got away in time.
last two is this: Germans had dropped 7 mines a few days
1941 Friday Jan. 31
At 9.30 were all packed up again and on deck waiting to dis- before and the oil tanker (the burning ship) coming into harbour struck one it caught fire and while going for the shore
embark which was finally accomplished at 11.30. We were
swung around and struck the “Rome” and wrecks the stern.
lined up on the road and marched to the train, only a few
There were about 6 naval vessels in port too. During the day
yards away where we climbed up Bob + I getting window
seats. From the train could see a ship which had Jewish refu- nothing happened on the Warsaw regarding disembarkment. Iron rations Bully beef + biscuits mainly, which had
gees on and which was blown up by a time bomb while it
been our tucker since leaving Khassa was getting rather borwas anchored. Many bodies were still in the ship which was
2
ing and Bob + I going to the deck above the galley found a
on its side. After a 5 hr train journey arrived at El Mad Jal
sky light into it , getting our plates pointing to dinner on
where we loaded into trucks and taken to Khassa (4 miles)
stove the Polish cook understood and gave us two dinners
which is our camp. Had a good tea of stew + bread and rewhich were delicious. Veal roasted, potatoes + macaroni. We
tired to the tent for the night to sleep on straw paliasses
then brought blankets up for the night to that deck + had no
again. The camp is situated between hills.
sooner done so when orders came to disembark. It was a
1941 Saturday Feb. 1
lightening disembarkation and were off in about ½ hr. While
Reveille 6.30 + it was quite dark so I stopped in bed until
breakfast 7.30, when I arose quite a wonderful sight greeted waiting on lighter the man in charge of the tug told us of an
incident caused by the mines mentioned before. A lighter
me tents were visible for miles around different camps are
with 50 Tommies going on leave mainly +150 Iti prisoners
situated all around for miles there must be thousands of
struck a mine only 4 Itis survived The Tommies had been in
troops around. First thing we were shifted to another tent
the desert since 1936. We stepped ashore in Tobruk at 8 and
and sub-sections are sleeping together although there is
sat down for a while when kit bags and blankets were taken
only 6 in this tent where there are usually 8 We were then
from us and remainder of equipment marched 4 miles over
issued with some beds which are alright as long as they are
rough stony ground. Tobruk seemed dead, no civil life at all,
staked up otherwise in a few nights they will collapse. I
while the buildings were all knocked about.
staked mine up well, made the bed and it looked OK. Sea is
visible about five ml away
1941 Sunday Feb. 2
We have been camoflaging our tent by plastering the mud
all over the fly and digging a slit trench to each tent 3’ wide
and deep about 10’ long. At 9.30 this morning we were taken to RHQ3 where our money was changed to Palestine
notes + coinage. I changed about [£8?] Aust. The other 5
boys are all on guard + sentry duty tonight so I will have a
lonely night tonight. The Arabs are very clever thieves last
night the stole 14 Rifles the blanket from over a few boys
and the tent over their head without waking anyone or being seen by any of the guards which is a good performance.
John at door of our last dugout. Shell proof we hoped.
Any Arab seen near the camp after 7 at night can be shot at
Nearest
tent 20 yards away. Bags at back show over emerg.
5
sight it only costs the shooter 10/- to bury him if he is shot
exit
and
air vent.
stealing it costs nothing. I believe a lot are spies.
There seem to be 100s of Arabs living there + it is alive with
Passing through the town passed a big concrete pill box.
children. The camp is a hive of activity with Arabs + Jews
Once into the open could see things all around it was a brillaying water pipes, building, etc. Camels, donkeys etc are
liant moonlit night passed a burnt tank first and a couple of
moving around all the time. Last night while on guard Eric
rock and concrete forts nearing our destination came to dozHarrower noticed one man digging away after others had
knocked off so asked for his pass he did not have one so Eric ens of cars all burnt and wrecked by the Itis. Came to our
camp at 12 where had to wait for blankets then turned in
gave him a good thump in the tail with his rifle butt + Arab
rocks. ARRIVED TOBRUK 20
scooted off as hard as he could. He was evidently spying out under the stars and slept on
DAYS AFTER CAPTURED8
the land.
1941 Monday Feb. 24
1941 Monday Feb. 10 (on board the Warsaw)
This morning we have the dry shoot with the Breda on the
12 AM + I woke up bitterly cold, the wind coming in gusts
through 7 blankets. However I did not move until 2.45 when beach. Our first job was the cleaning of papers etc from

Extracts From John Campbell’s War Diaries
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around the camp and we then wandered down to the beach
where Bob + I basked in the sunshine for a few hours watching the guns being manned by Freddie Troop. These guns
just rattle the shells off in no time and the tracers could be
seen flying in the air. After lunch Don Troop fired I being No
1. for my detachment. It was not too bad at all, there is very
little time to think at all. I also had a tray of 12 shells which
seemed to go in a split second as they do, they can fire 220
rounds a minute. The experience was very good and I am
looking forward to more perhaps in the real thing. After
while AA started off. Breda’s tracers flashed up from all
around and we seemed in the middle of things. The plane
came right across us seemingly a little sick. Heard a few
bombs drop. Believe a cruiser sunk + Bakery hit. Three
planes down. It was a wonderful experience we got down
behind a box away from shrapnel and watched it all. Hundreds of 3.7’s were fired also 100’s of Breda’s.
1941 Monday April 7
At 6.40 this morning while still in bed had a phone call from
Wilbur telling us to be ready to move as soon as the trucks
arrived The evacuation of El Adem had started. We were all
packed up in a hurry and the truck arrived at 7.30. Packing
was done in a hurry and two gun crews had to go on the one
truck. Whit’s + I. There was a terrific load and all could not
be taken in the one trip so two had to be made. It was a very
rough trip on top of all the baggage but it was only a short
trip to Tobruk. After a deal of messing around I at last got a
position near the end of the left point of the harbour it is a
good position near good billets with a battery horn from pit
to quarters altogether the best position of the lot I think as
we are right on the sea
1941 Wednesday April 9
A very pleasant day, the first since I have been here. The gun
is in a great position up fairly high with a concrete floor and
we are all satisfied. Mounted air sentries during the night
and day I wrote letters for the best part of the day. Were
called out early in the evening and had an air raid. The majority of bombs dropped on our point, a couple 120 yds away
another about 15 yds they certainly go off with a bang.
When we heard the whistle of the bombs dropping we all
groveled in the bottom of the pit as you cannot tell where
they are going to land. They all sound as if they are coming
right for you. About thirty bombs were dropped but little
damage done. This was our first real experience of an air raid
it was quite thrilling
1941 Thursday April 10
This afternoon the dirty dogs of Huns dive bombed the hospital killing 31 including two doctors. These Huns are inhuman. Were called out tonight and an “Iti” I think it was
bombed from very high. His bombs dropped in the sea so
did no damage. The patients in the hosp were shaking like a
leaf hearing the plane about. The first raid had unnerved
them completely. Did not fire as he was too high.
1941 Friday April 11 (Good Friday)
Good Friday and while they are having easter eggs at home,
I am in the middle of a dive bombing raid. At lunch time today eight or nine Junkers came diving down out of the sun.
Later in the afternoon had another raid We are now getting
quite used to them. All day today we have been standing by
the gun just in case of a quick raid, that was why we were so
quick on the first raid this morning but it was tough luck Bob
being absent.
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1941 Saturday April 12
Just about 11 had an air raid warning so dashed out to man
the gun, nothing happened however we could see nothing
so just sat round the gun for a while talking. Ten minutes
later we heard engines coming from the sea but could see
nothing owing to the dust, suddenly out loomed six or seven
Junkers well in our range so immediately opened up on the
leader. All planes veered off and gave us a wonder full view
of their under side so let them have it. Fired at three planes
and three came down, Hurricanes got one and reckon we got
other two – One came down in sea and the other on the
beach It was really exciting while it lasted and we fired off
100 rounds. The two Jerrys were captured before they had
time to destroy the plane.

Tobruk Harbour

1941 Sunday April 13 (Easter Day)
Up at 0645 and without preamble had to pack all our gear on
to the truck Sgt Hepworth’s gear had to go on too so there
was not much room by the time 12 men had boarded. We
had to go to Fort Palestino which was about 10 miles from
Tobruk, when we arrived there my position was on the hill in
the wide open spaces. There was only a very shallow trench,
that was the only thing about so we dug that a bit deeper
and with ammo boxes made a lean to, to shelter us from the
dust. On checking over the gun found that it would not fire
so Slick is going to get a new body tomorrow. All told we
had a fairly busy day getting things in order and only ate
very little. The ration of water is ½ gall per man per day so a
wash is going to be a luxury, drinking comes first. There are
such a lot of troops in the area that water may be scarce if
wasted. The front line of infantry is just three miles ahead of
us so we are right in the middle of things now. Tobruk is now
cut off by land as Bardia has fallen and also Jerry is in between us + Derna so we must fight. The sea is our only
chance of getting away if we have to. But we wont!
1941 Monday April 14 (Easter Monday)
At three this morning Lieut came round + said a push by Jerry was expected so we were on our toes. At 6 he came
around again and said the push had begun and there was a
possibility a few tanks may break through. We watched
dozens of our tanks go forward it was a great sight At 7.15
something we wanted to see began, an aerial battle. Five
Jerries came over first and Hurricanes + Ac Ac fire were into
them. More Jerries arrived and nearly together one Hurricane + 3 Junkers came down near each other. One Hurricane
had just brought down two Jerries when another four came
on his tail and he crashed in a steep dive. Another Hurricane
was forced down by two Jerries after getting one he flew
about twenty feet from the ground from side to side to
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evade machine gunning. While all this was in progress seeing as we had no gun, we gave Hepworth a hand in spotting
and carting ammo from our post to his. In the midst of it all
Bob + I shared a tin of pineapple for breakfast. In the afternoon a Hurricane was shot down and dived into the ground
at a terrific speed bursting into flame and smoke. They also
bombed the hospital ship in the harbour and damaged it I
dont know if there are any casualties Altogether 15 Huns
were brought down and [?] Hurricanes
1941 Tuesday April 15 (Easter Tuesday)
The boys finished the pit and put the gun in position while I
slept , they are certainly a bonza lot of chaps. The Artillery
25 pdrs moved forward a mile this afternoon + started to
slather Jerry so Jerry replied and for a while he dropped
shells all around us. Once heard a shell coming so dropped
to the ground + groveled in the dirt, three landed in a line
some hundreds of yards away. That was our first experience
of shelling. At 10 tonight there was a great rattle of fire but
have not as yet been able to find what it was. This morning
a Jerry could not be seen + found him 5 miles back, he had
set a trap for us to advance but we did not bite.
1941 Wednesday April 16
Put a tin of water on and made tea heated bacon + beans
and had a reasonably good breakfast in the close confines of
my low hut.
1941 Thursday April 17
Heard this morning 800 Itis had marched to our lines during
the night and gave themselves up. Jerry machine gunned
them killing 50. Had a raid by Junkers 87’s this afternoon 23
of them dive bombed round about after firing 2 trays my
gun had the usual stoppage, the rotten thing, these were
some wonderful targets if only we could have fired. No
bombs landed near us but a big fire was started some miles
out. We were told to stand to this evening with water bottles, haversack + respirator as Jerry tanks had broken
through our lines and 400 infantry were coming through
after them. Our tanks went forward just about dusk to clean
them up and our infantry are waiting too

John in the seat. Others are Dick “Mother” Ryan, “Spade”
Simpson, Eric “Molly” Harrower and Jack Matthews.
1941 Friday April 18
This afternoon Slick fixed the gun she now fires like a lady
thank the Lord. Artillery has been pounding away all day
they evidently have found something. This evening a truck
arrived with two drivers Sid + Jack, they are Pommy Service
chaps and are standing by us now in case we have to move.
Hear Colonel Connor who was captured by Jerries at Derna
escaped dressed as a Wog woman and walked to Tobruk
along the coast in five days, 150 miles. The battle ship Ramillies is now standing by off the Coast and has been
shelling Jerries lines the gun flashes can be seen at night.

At 5 this morning had an Air raid on Tobruk. Dozens of flares
were dropped + everything even out here was practically
bright as day , there seemed to be a lot of planes, raid lasted
1 hour but heard very few bombs drop. This morning has
been fairly quiet only a little artillery fire has been done and
a few shells have been sent over by Jerry.
1941 Monday April 21
During the day watched a dog fight high up in the clouds it
was all very indistinct. Came back here at 4.30 and hoed into
a big tea and hope to sleep the sleep of the just. Today is my
birthday PW Stokes9 must have known and given me a holiday Bob presented me with a chocolate.
1941 Tuesday April 22
A strict stand to was held from 6 AM to 8 AM and a lovely
was forthcoming. About 6.30 a shell from Enemy Art10 came
over and brought Bob + Eric out fast. For some time after
that shells came over thick + fast landing only 200 yds away,
quite close enough for me. Butler had one land next to their
hut We could hear the whistle and all groveled on floor of pit
every shell sounded close and then the burst would come
occasionally shrapnel landed all round the pit. The glass in
cabin of Wilbur’s truck was smashed also tyre punctured +
many holes in metal work. About 300 yds away two Queenslanders were killed + one injured Further down the valley
three Aussies were killed. Later in the morning 5 Ju + 4 Me11
followed along our lines doing low level bombing and machine gunning, they did that three times Unfortunately they
were too far away for us Later a Me came over, fired a tray +
had a stoppage During the day we got five enemy and lost
three Hurricanes Saw and heard many dog fights which
were most interesting.
1941 Thursday April 24
Early this morning the enemy Art were at it again but this
time lobbed the shells much closer to us some only 100 yds
away We all groveled in the dirt. Had a lot of shrap land
around us Dick had two holes made in his leather coat which
was on the top of the pit. About 5.15 this evening just as we
were about to have tea heard a roar coming. At a good
height 27 Jerrys went over Junkers + Me. + Bombed Tobruk
A tremendous haze of dust + smoke was raised by the
bombs dropped but after it cleared away no fires were going.
2 planes were brought down by heavy AA fire. They were too
far away for us worse luck. All day Art. has been pounding
away and now 8 PM is still going strong.
1941 Friday April 25
Saw a number of enemy planes but only opened up on one
lot + they were extreme range. 7 Bomber + 4 fighters passed
overhead in morning for Tobruk but did not drop bombs.
Later a few bombs were dropped over toward our Art. lines
dashed to gun and opened on 7 Bombers at extreme range.
Later in the day heard planes manned gun + five bombers
went over too high did not drop bombs. Just as they had
gone we were sitting in pit when two German Shells landed
a 100 yds away. For a few minutes had quite a hectic time
groveling on the bottom of the pit. Shrapnel was landing all
around. One bit hit sandbags and dropped into pit near Dick.
We were all OK though. Heard that two chaps copped it, one
was blinded in both eyes. Such is war you can never tell
when you are going to get it next Just like these chaps walking around full of life one moment, the next killed or blinded
for life, But I suppose that is war. It is a utterly stupid thing;
War I wish all this could be settled without it.

1941 Saturday April 19
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1941 Sunday April 27
The dust was still blowing about this morning but not so
badly. The gun was filthy and took a bit of cleaning. Have
just been reading in Sun Feb 15 of a go slow move in a nonferrous works where emp13 want £1 - £1-4 more per week
because of danger to health, such things make my blood
boil as well as all others here. The boys of the A.I.F.14 want
their health as much as anyone and by these people going
slow in munition works it endangers our lives more by lack
of equipment which to my mind is bad enough already.
1941 Monday April 28
At 6 this morning was awakened by A.A shells, a raid on Tobruk was in progress. Got up and stood to no action, cleaned
gun thoroughly. At 1 PM heard the throb of many engines in
the West and after waiting for some time 12 Bombers + 8
fighters came into view and raided Tobruk. Had a shot at a
Me. + had a stoppage “Curse the Gun”. Just about 5.30 we
again heard the throb of Engines in the West they were certainly Jerries. Manned the gun + saw the sun glinting on
many planes. As they drew overhead thought they were
going on to Tobruk but the leader fluttered wings and dived
seemingly right at us. Fired while he was diving and the
lousy gun stopped after 12 rds. All went for cover as we saw
him drop bombs right over us. Must have been 50 bombs
dropped by 12 planes. Landed all around us, made ground
rock with concussion. Shrapnel was heard whining everywhere one piece hit Dick’s tin hat. Corrected stoppage in
time to fire another 12 Rds. There were some wonderful targets and if the gun was any good we could have got one
plane at least. It was not a very nice experience watching
the bombers diving and watching the bombs come hurtling
down from the bomb racks. After gun stopped + saw first
bombs start on their downward descent we all went for
mother earth after that I rectified the stoppage and sent
another 12 rds at the retreating planes. The windows of the
Bgde HQ ¼ mile away were all broken and the roof of Palestrino was all fallen in due to the concussion. On the whole it
was not a very nice feeling. After stoppage when I went for
the ground I vividly remember curling myself up as small as
possible so as there would not be as much of me exposed. I
laughed later.

Entrance to forward Headquarters
1941 Tuesday April 29
Saw a few raids during the day – one which appeared to be
over our position. However found out later it was not. Returned to G Post 4 just in time for a raid at tea time. There
were a great number of bombers and bombs were dropped
all round. Shelling was in full force by both sides tonight +
we got to bed about 9.30 At 10.30 were awakened by telephone + truck to say to pack immediately + take gun into
ord15 to be fixed as spring had broken during last action.
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Packed immediately and got going at 11.30 it was very dark
and I had to walk in front of van finding way. Others also
walked it took 2 hrs to go 8 miles - it was a big strain on the
eyes. Arrived at workshops at 1.45 AM and had to wake the
mob unloaded gun and then had to make way back to BHQ.
1941 Wednesday April 30
Arrived at BHQ 3.30 after a quicker journey unloaded truck
and got between the blankets at 3.45. After three hours
solid sleep woke to hear Me’s machine-gunning some miles
away. Saw Beaufort (Bofors?) pump lead into plane and it
went into dive and crashed into flames immediately about a
mile from us. After breakfast crept into a dug out and slept
for an hour so when was told gun was ready Went + collected it and returned here to our position. Put gun in position
and was again ready for action. In late afternoon had a raid
by 60 Jerries it was a great sight but my gun is no good at all
and had to cower in the pit a bit instead of hoeing into
them.
1941 Thursday May 1
Up at 6.30 to hear that 30 Jerry tanks broke through, all
troops stood to, tanks pushed back but a battalion of inf.
are being dealt with. After breakfast had a big raid about 40
Ju16 about 100 bombs dropped. Our Gun as usual was up the
pole only fired a few rounds at a time. 3 Bombs dropped 50
yds away and piles of shrap came in and lobbed around the
pit. After exploding a thick haze of cordite covered our pit
blotting out every thing. Looking at the holes after two are
10 ft across and 6 ft deep the other 4’ by 18”. Just as well
they did not land on us. Jerry made another two raids during the day. Our gun would not fire so packed up. Into Ord
where it was fixed immediately, I hope, returned to GP17
where we had third raid at tea time had a couple of stoppages but gun went much better a number of bombs dropped
very close and we were machine gunned by a Me but did not
know it at the time. Tonight I hear that 12 Hurricanes are
due to arrive here it’s not before time either for the past
fortnight we have only had one or two Hurricanes and it
would be suicide for the pilots to go up against 40 bombers
and 12 fighters. We have been told to hold this place at all
costs + without Air force our boys are just being murdered I
don’t know what the big wigs have been doing or thinking
of. Tonight our infantry are supposed to be going over the
top. A heavy Art duel is raging this evening but no shells
landing very near us. In this evenings raid the Beaufort
(Bofors?) crew near me shot the cowling off a plane but
plane seemed to continue OK.
1941 Tuesday Sept. 23
Wow, Wilbur came around today with NEWS We are being
relieved and leaving Tobruk on Friday night. Tommies are
coming up to relieve us tomorrow But Bob + Bill have to
stop on gun till Sat _ and me till Friday. What news we are
tickled pink.
1941 Wednesday Sept. 24
Tommies arrive this afternoon (4 of them) and 3 of my chaps
left for HQ. Things seem all topsy turvey. Started to instruct
the Tommies on the Breda The Sarg is a funny chap. These
chaps relieving us are the [5th] Battery of an English light AA
they have been on the harbour defence in Alex for 2 yrs.
Tonight went over to get the news but the wireless is off.
This afternoon writing out a form for the Sarg I placed my
pen in hip pocket and tonight found I had lost my pen and
cannot find it any where I hope it turns up before I leave.

Continued on Page 14
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A summary of two trips taken to the islands of
Papua New Guinea during 2019 by Foster and
Katherine Crooke.

war, the road was extended to Ower's Corner, 11 kms less for
the men and boys to slog. Canberra wanted to build a road to
Kokoda! !

Editor’s Note: Foster, David and Stephen Crooke are the
sons of J.D. Crooke, 2nd/3rd ALAAR, 9 Battery who saw
service at Port Moresby, Milne Bay and Lae in New Guinea.
In May 2019, Foster and Katherine embarked on a Military
History land tour of Papua New Guinea, and in December
2019 joined a cruise visiting Pacific War Sites in Papua New
Guinea. Foster kindly agreed to provide a summary of their
visits, despite his protestations that he was not a
“journalist” and didn’t know how to email photos to me.

But at Ower's Corner the country became very rough. You
could look at the Owen Stanley Ranges and lmita Ridge.
Ower's Corner was named after Lt Ower, a surveyor who surveyed the extension of the Trail. We walked a few hundred
metres down the trail, which was very steep and washed out.
The fee that trackers pay is meant to help with the maintenance of the trail. But New Guinea has a problem of funds
not getting to the end of the chain
Then back to the nearby area of Koitaki, where the "rabbit
run speech" of Thomas Blamey took place - which really annoyed the service men.

Katherine had previously worked in the Highlands for a year
and on the coast for a year, and Foster had been in the army in the north west corner of the country for a short time
- both 50 years ago, so it was a bit of a trip down memory
lane.
The first trip was with 20 descendants of the 55/53 Battalion, also known as the "Mice of Moresby", like the "Rats of
Tobruk". Mainly from NSW, their Assoc’n is a little like the
2nd/3rd. They have had a dinner every year since the war, in
the same pub, and have a website to keep in touch. They
have original members like ours although no original members were with us, as it would have been to hard for them.
We met up at the Port Moresby airport, and then travelled
to the "Grand Papua Hotel", built on a ridge above the
"city", and above Ela Beach. There followed an interesting
time organising about 14 rooms in a huge hotel, and a few
couples found themselves with other couples, etc.

There is now a type of country club in the vicinity.
We visited the PNG National Memorial to the PNG fighters,
down on Ela Beach.
The PNG National Museum was closed for renovations but
outside, in the open to elements, were some interesting
plane wrecks, vehicle wrecks, mountain guns etc.
I guess Port Moresby has a very dry climate compared with
the rest of the country, which has a very tropical climate, as
there was little deterioration of the items on display.
We drove past the Macdhui, but there is not much left to see
from the road. The Macdhui mast is located at the Yacht
Club, and the ship's bell is at the Church.

We stayed at the Grand Papua Hotel for 3 nights, and fortunately were able to leave our luggage in the hotel, as we
were very restricted with luggage on light aircraft.
The hotel had plenty of food, a good swimming pool and a
high fence. We were warned not to venture too far by oneself, because of the local "rascals".
We went to Saint Johns Anglican Church next door, which
has the ship's bell from the MV Macdhui in the bell tower.
The church would have had a great view, but was now
blocked by a high building.
(Photos of the ship’s mast and ship’s bell were included in
the story of MV Macdhui in the 2017 issue of Take Post)
The following day we travelled up the Sogeri Highway
(Hubert Murray Highway) to McDonalds Corner. McDonald
stayed on in this area during the war with his rubber and
other crops on his estate. The homestead was lightly built,
and there is not much left of the original estate.

McDonald’s Corner

McDonalds Corner is where the southern point of entry to
the Kokoda Trail commences. During the early part of the
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Photo: Bomana Cemetry By Wayne Davey 2015
We spent a very warm and humid morning at the Bomana
War Cemetery - a very well looked after cemetery. We
looked at some well known brave men's headstones - some
persons had been buried up to four times since they died.
Two persons from the Port Moresby RSL helped us conduct a
memorial service - all in our best clothes.
Finally we visited the PNG Nature Park, which is well worth
visiting, with many rare birds and animals.
Our group left Port Moresby on two small planes for Kokoda.
The flight was very dependent on cloud cover, as the planes
have to fly the Kokoda Gap. Many planes did not make it
during the war, and many since have not made it. Each person had to be weighed and their maximum luggage allowance was 5 kgs. It was slightly cloudy, but it was possible to
see sections of the Kokoda Trail, with mountains high on
both sides of the aircraft.
We booked into our rather basic accommodation and facilities, but thought of what others had gone through in the
1940s. We visited Bert Kienzle Museum and in the afternoon
and went to his place (Mamba House) on the Mambare River,
which is now a palm oil estate, owned by Asian interests.
Gold was found in the Yodda area near by. If you want a
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good yarn, read Bert's book "The Architect of Kokoda".
There are many memorials at Kokoda to the units that
fought in the area, including the Japanese.
One Japanese person devoted his life to try and return as
many of his countrymen back to Japan. All through the jungles, a little like the Australians and Americans, looking to
find all the crashed planes and personal remains to give
them a burial they deserved.
The pub had run out of beer, but luckily a local Chinese Trading store solved the problem!
Kokoda was an early Government Outpost, because of gold
and agriculture, and tribal fights and anti western sentiment. Today the village is not what it was.
We drove east all day to the coast on a rather rough track,
on the back of a 3 tonne truck. Luckily the two rows of seats
down each side had some padding. Being open sided, exhaust smells were mixed with the smell of the jungle and the
palm oil plantations.
This road
was the
one used
by the Japanese from
the Gona,
Sanananda
and Buna
landings on
the coast to
walk over
the mountains using the Kokoda Trail. The objective was to
establish a base in Port Moresby, to take over eastern Australia, and to control the shipping passage through the
Torres Strait.
So there were many battle sights, including Oivi and Gorari,
where one of the first contacts with the Japanese took place,
against the Papuan Infantry Battalion. Because of the very
poor communications, no one knew the Japanese were in
the area.

ordered a retreat to the coast. He died in a small boat crossing the Kumusi River, down near the coast. He could not
swim, and rode a large white horse, where a horse could go.
We stopped near the river on our way to Popondetta. The
river is very wide in the wet season, and would be nearly
impossible to cross.
Popondetta is a bigger town and dirty and noisy. We had
lunch there, and bought a large amount of supplies for the
next f our days. The smaller villages were very neat, tidy
and friendly. We then headed east again, along a track
barely above water level, eventually arriving at Gona. Katherine was based in Gona, but it is all changed now. The sea
has eroded the coast and the buildings have been removed.
New buildings have been erected, away from the coast.
We drove down on to the beach - the three beaches were
known as " the bloody beaches".
We drove on to the beach, and 4 boats were pulled up, not
one with any item of safety gear. There were 3 boats for
personnel and 1 for luggage. The Solomon Sea was like a
mill pond, and the wind was refreshing.

The sunset was spectacular. No bumps and humps of the
track. One of the women in our group worked for a large
tennis organisation, and had brought 30 tennis balls with
her . For every small child on the track, we threw one out.
Kids would come out of the Palm Oil Plantations, all scrambling after the balls. Then they would yell out " thank you ".
We would meet the truck again in 3 days, at Sanananda.
We raced along the coast, eventually landing at Sanananda
just on dark, to be met with girls with leis, and then a welcoming dance for us.
Our accommodation for two nights was a little more comfortable than at Kokoda, but we all told ourselves it was
100% better than the generation before us had to put up
with, and no one was shooting at us.
The beaches were dark and the village is on "new land", because the beach had moved 2oo metres out into the ocean
following the Mt Lamington eruption in 1951.

Martyr’s School Popondetta
Katherine had been to the Martyr School near Popondetta
years ago, so we called in to the school, and met the headmaster, who kindly showed us around. It is a large school,
with neat grounds. There are steel power poles all the way
to Popondetta, about 15 k, with vines crawling up them, but
no cables.
All were rather sobered about the 12 Anglicans, women and
men who were brutally murdered by the Japanese. This
school is called the Martyr School, to remember them.
Japanese Major General Horii, who was the leader on the
Kokoda Trail, got to see the lights of Port Moresby, but
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Remains of the Japanese landing barges were inland on the
original coast, which was the opposite of Gona.
One could swim in the Solomon Sea, but it was very warm.
Having a cool shower was only a temporary relief, as the
humidity was so high. The next day we were on the boats
again, to cruise to Buna.
Gona, Sanananda and Buna were sites of ferocious fighting.
Made worse for the allies, as they were given no time to
reconnoiter. Canberra said just win the battles, which was
suicide for many allies.
Continued On Page 15
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THE TOBRUK TRUTH

Axis sources in neutral countries.

Editor's Note: In the 2019 issue of
Take Post we featured the Tobruk
Truth, dated Friday 19 September
1941. Following on from last year, we
are pleased to reproduce the Tobruk
Truth of 27 August 1941 and the Special Supplement of the Tobruk Truth
dated 14 April 1941. Both were
amongst papers I borrowed from former Secretary John Campbell, himself
a Tobruk Rat.

One report is that Iran is suing for
a peaceful settlement, but there is
no confirmation of this report in
London, where, however, it is
stated that such a move by lran
would be welcome.

TOBRUK TRUTH “THE DINKUM
OIL”
“Always Appears”
Daily Summary From "The Dinkum
Oil" Vol.2, No. 94 Wednesday 27
August 1941
Notes from BBC Broadcast at 1900
Hrs (Local Time):
RUSSIAN AND BRITISH FORCES
CONTINUING THEIR ADVANCE INTO
IRAN + GERMAN CLAIMS

MOST OF THE REGION in the W
and SW of Iran is occupied by British troops, who have advanced
some 50 miles in two days. They
have travelled NE of Bagdad and
east from Bassora. In the north
the Russians, in three parallel columns, have advanced at least 60
miles, and have apparently met
with no opposition - if they have,
they have made no mention of it!
The Russians have captured the
important town of Tabris, second
only to Teheran, the capital. Tabris is half way between the Turkish border and the Caspian Sea; it
figured in the last war, when it
was occupied, firstly by the Turks,
and later by the Russians. It is important as a railhead. There appears to have been little air activity. The RAF flew in advance of our
troops, destroying six Iranian
planes without loss to itself. British naval forces in the Persian
Gulf captured a number of small
boats and sunk others without
loss. The German and Italian vessels captured in the Gulf would
have been sabotaged by their
crews, but the Royal Navy arrived
too soon! The Iranian campaign
has been accompanied by a welter
of conflicting reports given out by
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A London spokesman states that
the Iranian Army of 150,000 has
not been used against the Allied
advancing troops to any extent. It
is hoped that the Iranian Government will realise the justice of the
Allied cause. ++
ON THE Eastern Front, the Germans report a big battle midway
between the Leningrad and Smolensk sectors.
Berlin claims that the 22nd Soviet
Army has been largely destroyed,
and to have captured an important railway town between
Leningrad and Smolensk. The Germans claim also to have reached
the railway in the Leningrad sector. Russians report that a largescale air attack against Leningrad
was repulsed. Finns claim progress
in the Karelian Isthmus.
Moscow reports that a "big town
in the Central Sector has been recaptured." Further south, the position according to London is disquieting; if the German thrust succeeds it will threaten the centre of
the Ukrainian industrial area,
whereas if the Russians can force
the Germans back, the Germans
will be in a most difficult position.
Germans claim to have taken the
Dnjepr town of Dnjepropetr, and
to have overcome the last Russian
resistance on the western bank of
the Dnjepr.
Berlin denies that the German
commander in the Ukraine has
been killed. Both sides claim sea
success - Germans claim to have
sunk four Russians ships and the
Russians two German ships, one
of 4,000 tons, in an enemy port.
++

LAST NIGHT THE RAF heavily
raided Cologne. In a day light
sweep this morning, 10 enemy
planes were destroyed. We lost
eight fighters. Apart from Cologne
last night raids were also made on
LeHavre and Bulougne. Fighter
command planes took part in the
night's operations, attacking enemy aerodromes in Nth France.
Three bombers are missing. Only a
few enemy bombers were over
Britain - a few casualties in one
place. A German bomber crashed
in Eire yesterday. + +
IN NORWAY the citizens are being
encouraged to see a Nazi film, allegedly depicting damage by German raids on London. After a little
while, Norwegians who had travelled to Germany, recognised
parts of Hamburg! Damaged parts
of Hamburg had been cleverly (but
not cleverly enough!) interposed
among "shots" of London. + +
CAIRO: Patrol activity on the Libyan Frontier. No change at Tobruk.
Small forces have attacked Italian
positions in the Gondar region of
Abyssinia. + +
T0kyo now states that its complaints about US materials going
to Russia are " representations
strongly requiring consideration."
++
AUSTRALIAN Labor Party will
meet tomorrow to consider the
Government's rejection of its proposal that the Government should
resign. A message from Canberra
states that the issue resolves itself
into a clear-cut struggle between
the Government and the Opposition and will have to be fought out
in Parliament. + +
US SEC For War (Mr. Stimpson),
who was in France in the Great
War, states that US troops now
undergoing manoeuvres, are better trained than the soldiers who
left the US in 1917.
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THE TOBRUK TRUTH
(continued from page 12)
TOBRUK TRUTH "THE DINKUM OIL"
PAGE TWO
"Always Appears"
Wednesday 27 August 1941

Notes from BBC Broadcast at 0915
Hrs (Local Time):
MOSCOW Radio states that Russian troop$ are continuing their
advance into lran, and have progressed 60 miles, capturing four
towns, including Tabris. Reports
indicate that there are three Russian columns, travelling parallel to
each other, and each has travelled
60 miles. There is no news of British activities, although Cairo
states that the British have met
with "some opposition, " but are
advancing.
In a war "communiqué" the Iran
Government said that a bomber
was destroyed near Tabris, and
mention was made of British naval
action in the Persian Gulf. It seems
that diplomatic relations between
lran and Russia and Iran and Britain will not be broken off. + +
LATEST Russian communiqués
speak of stubborn fighting along
the whole of the Eastern Front,
but no sector is mentioned by
name. The Germans claim to have
captured the great town of
Dnjepropetr in the elbow of the
Dnjepr River. They say the Russians threw masses of infantry into the battle to cover the retreat
of other forces across the river.
Near Leningrad, the Russians say,
airmen defending the approaches
to the city have destroyed 101
German planes, in the air and on
the ground, during the last two
days. Germans claim to have captured an important road and railway junction 90 miles from Leningrad. Difficulties created by wet
weather and marshy country have
been described by a German war
reporter in Estonia. He said: "The
road conditions exceed our worst
anticipations."
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The Russian Information Bureau
states that Russian planes have
dropped many leaflets behind the
enemy lines, giving news of Russian solidarity, Allies opinions,
neutral views, and the Eight Point
Declaration of the Atlantic meeting of Mr. Roosevelt and Mr.
Churchill. More than half the prisoners taken have seen the leaflets.
A description of talks between
Russia and Japan has been broadcast from Moscow. The Japanese
Ambassador in Moscow told Mr.
Molotov that shipments of such
materials as oil and benzine from
the US to Vladivostok created a
delicate and embarrassing situation for Japan.
Russia was asked give "serious attention" to matter. Mr. Molotov
replied on Saturday that the Japanese Foreign Minister had made a
similar statement to the Russian
Ambassador in Tokyo. In a reply
Russia said there was no need for
anxiety upon the part of Japan,
because the goods bought in the
US were reaching Russia through
trade routes. Russia would regard
as an unfriendly act any attempt to
create obstacles to the passing of
goods between the US and Russia.
Goods from the US were not exclusively for use in the FE, but were
also to be used in Russia's war
against Germany. + +
A BITTER DEBATE has taken place
in the Japanese Government about
the increasing determination of
Britain and the US to halt Japanese
expansion in Asia. A spokesman
said yesterday that the army was
not afraid of Mr. Churchill's statement that Japan had to stop. The
NZ Prime Minister (Mr. Frazer) in
Washington yesterday said that
NZ would c0-operate with the US
in the FE, including the mutual use
of bases. Lt-Gen. Sturdee, Chief of
the Australian General Staff, has
arrived in Singapore by air. + +

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT announced yesterday that a US Military Mission would leave for China
in about a fortnight. The Mission
would work on somewhat parallel
lines to the Mission sent to Russia.
Mr. Roosevelt referred to a campaign in America to spread rumours, half-lies, falsehoods, and
instigate sabotage. + +
BUENOS AIRES: The Chief of the
Gestapo in the Argentine has fled
to Brazil, rather than appear before the Committee investigating
Nazi activities. He was stated to
be a link with Nazi organisations
throughout the Americas. + +
CANADIAN exports for July totaled 296 million dollars, nearly
50% higher than a year ago. + +
INDIA: Except in exceptional circumstances, iron or steel will not
be available for homes, offices, of
places of amusement. Australia's
representative on the Eastern
Supply Council (Sir Bertram Stevens) has paid a tribute to India's
industrial progress. + +
SPECIAL MEETINGS of the Australian
Government
Parties
(United Australia Party and United
Country Party) have endorsed the
decision to reject the Labor request for the Government to resign in favour of a Labor Administration. . + +
BERLIN Radio was off the air last
night for five hours - apparently
because of raids. Little enemy activity over Britain. In the attack on
Sardinia a cork forest was set
alight.
Edited and Produced By L/Sgt. W.
H. Williams (VX27459)

NETHERLANDS East Indies, it was
stated yesterday, would have a
corresponding policy to America
and Britain in the FE. + +
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John Campbell War Diaries
(continued from Page 9)
1941 Thursday Sept. 25
This afternoon when Tommy Lieut
came round he had news for us. This
morning when the 8.30 milkman18
came around he dropped two Molotovs on the RHQ killing V Morrow,
Hardingham, Cowie, wounding Dan
Evans, Jim Moyes, Jim Bell19. Also
killed 6 Tommies + wounding quite a
no. The boys were lined up for a cig
issue. It is certainly bad luck after all
we have been through.
1941 Friday Sept. 26
Today is the day I go to RHQ. I packed
early + got cleaned, before I was finished the truck arrived and off I went
leaving Bob + Bill with the Tommies
We picked up the other No.’s 1 + arrived at HQ in time for dinner RHQ is
in the old Wadi after the rotten affair
yesterday. Dan20 died this morning
making the fourth to die. Jack Matthews21 is also in hosp with a little
shrap in his leg + a burst ear drum the
bomb landed 1½ yds from him.
1941 Saturday Sept. 27
Left RHQ about 9.15 last night by MT
(Motor Transport). Arriving at the
wharf, there was a big crowd there
awaiting to go out. Watched the destroyers come slinking into the harb in
darkness + sidle up to the wharf. Finally struggled on board up a steep
gang plank and into the mens qtrs, it
was 1 AM when we pulled out and
slipped thro’ the water at 25 knots,
Jackal built 1938 is the boat. Dozed in
an uncomfortable position all night In
the morning were sent on deck and
saw escort of 5 Martletts22.. The convoy 3 dest. + 1 mine laying cruiser approached Alex at 1pm and as we did
saw the British fleet coming into harbour too 20 ships. From Alex entrucked and were taken to Amerya23
Staging Camp where we had a a good
meal and we are now under two hrs
notice to move + will probably do so
tonight.
1941 Sunday Sept. 28
What a night we had last night with
the boys full it was like a retreat with
stragglers and kit being dropped or
left behind, fellows not so drunk helping helpless cobbers. The walk in full
kit sobered some up and we eventually entrained at 11pm. and started on
the trip to El Cantara Had another
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restless nights sleep in the train and
reached Cantara early in the morning,
immediately detrained and were ferried over the Canal to Palestine where
we had a great breakfast and then
entrained again and set of again.
Travelled all day till just on dusk when
we pulled up at a camp and got of at
Bijurga24 10 miles from Khassa dumping our kit there and had a slashing
tea, after that a cold shower and then
the picture hut a rotten show. There
are dozens of camps here very well
set out with all conveniences.

John Campbell’s “House”
John Campbell War Diaries
Footnotes
1
El Qantara, Egypt (also called Kantara by the Allies) on the east bank of
the Suez Canal and Ismailia on the
west bank of the Suez
2
probably Al-Majdal, Palestine
3
Regimental Headquarters
4
Kerosene
5
10 shillings
6
practically
7
Italian
8
The 6th Australian Division captured Tobruk from the Italians on 2122 January 1941
9
Major PW Stokes, 8th Battery Commander
10
artillery
11
5 Junkers and 4 Messerschmitts German aircraft
12
reconnaissance
13
employees
14
Australian Imperial Force
15
ordinance
16
Junkers
17
gun position
18
German reconnaissance plane
19
V Morrow – Gnr,
SJ Hardingham – Gnr,
JG Cowie – Gnr, DD Evans – Gnr,
JL Moyes – Sgt, RJ Bell – Gnr RHQ
or JT Bell – no rank, all members of
8th Battery
20
Dan Evans
2
JR Matthews – Gnr, 8th Battery
22
Grumman Martlet AL246 fighter
plane (Grumman Wildcat)
23
most likely supposed to be Amreya
(Amriya), Egypt
24
Beit Jirja (Bayt Jirja), Palestine

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO
THE "Tobruch Truth"
Monday 14 April 1941
GERMAN ATTACKS THROWN BACK
BY THE DEFENDERS OF TOBRUCH
Enemy attacks on the garrison of Tobruch were repulsed with heavy losses
to the Germans and Italians today. So
stoutly did the defending troops refuse to yield an inch of ground, that
the Commander of the Western Desert Force (Major General Lavarack)
issued a Special Order of the day,
praising the resistance of our troops.
The Commander of the Tobruch Base
Sub Area tonight gave details of the
heavy losses in tanks, men and planes
suffered by the German forces today.
Major General Lavarack's Special Order of the Day reads:
“I wish to congratulate all ranks of the
garrison of Tobruch Fortress on the
stern and determined resistance to
the enemy's attacks with tanks, infantry and aircraft today”.
Refusal by all infantry posts to give up
their ground, a prompt counter-attack
by reserves of the 20th Brigade, skilful
shooting by our artillery and antiaircraft guns, combined with a rapid
counter-stroke by our tanks, stopped
the enemy's advance and drove him
from the perimeter in disorder. At the
same time, the RAF and our AA defence dealt severely with the enemy in
the air.
Stern determination, prompt action,
and close co-operation by all arms
ensured the enemy's defeat, and we
can now feel more certain than ever of
our ability to hold Tobruch in the face
of any attacks the enemy can stage.
Everyone can feel justly proud of the
way the enemy has been dealt with.
WELL DONE - TOBRUCH"

Typical Tobruk Cave Dugout
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Foster and Katherine Crooke’s New Guinea Adventures
(continued from Page 11)
The Japanese knew that they were withdrawing from Kokoda, and were going to hold these beach heads.

drove back into town with a stop at the Battle o f Milne Bay
Memorial, located on the waterfront.
On to Kitava lsland, and from here the Coast Watchers and
air force noticed the Japanese convoy of ships heading to
Milne Bay. We had an impromptu voyage in a canoe around
the small island of Nuratu.
We then went on to Rabaul - the day after the NZ volcano
eruption. Some still drove up the side of a smoking volcano.
Rabaul is about finished - the Japanese made it a fortress,
but it has been semi-destroyed by two large eruptions.
Katherine had visited Rabaul some 50 years ago.

Rusted Japanese Landing Barges
So they had time to build very good positioned gun pits.
They were built with logs surrounding them, as well as 200
litre drums filled with sand, etc. When the battles started,
the jungle had covered each one, and they were nearly impregnable. Many Australians died in the process of busting
them open. One is still easy to see, others have collapsed.
At the small villages, they all had collections of ordnance of
all kinds - small museums in reality.
At Sanananda we had the Australian High Commissioner
come from Port Moresby to unveil a memorial to the 55/53
Battalion, so all the locals were in their traditional dress.
An early morning departure on the truck, along a track l
think was built by the Americans, just above the flooding
water, as we had to catch a commercial flight from Girua Airport. So many palm oil trees later, we arrived at the airport,
with a Mitchell Bomber out the front, to fly to Port Moresby.
Cruising - we departed Brisbane with four friends to Alotau,
the new capital of the southeast area of Papua New Guinea.
The old capital was the island of Samarai. It was an important port and centre, being on the shipping route around
the eastern point of PNG. There were strong currents in the
Kawanasausau Strait or China Strait, so it was a good port
years ago. Most of the town was evacuated and buildings
demolished to stop the Japanese using the infrastructure.
Later, the Americans turned it into a flying boat base.
After landing at Alotau we visited two small villages to the
east of the town, probably near where the Japanese landed
on their push to capture the airstrips. But it was a case of a
Gallipoli for them. The allies were not just along the coast of
Milne Bay, and they had to fight their way, a longer way,
along a narrow track They had two small tanks, which did
cause the allies great trouble, till the tanks got bogged.

The PNG roads that had been sealed with bitumen years ago
are rougher than the un-sealed roads. Huge potholes are
simply not repaired. Around Rabaul, the roads are below the
surface of the volcanic ash. All waterways are blocked with
ash, so when it rains, the road becomes the river. There is a
road higher up the mountains.
At one stage, Rabaul had five airstrips and some 200,000
Japanese personnel. We travelled by minibus around the
harbour, past an underground hospital. We went inside a
tunnel up the hill used to hide barges. There were still 2 or 3
barges inside the one we went inside. Torpedoes were sent
down to boats on the water by a 200 metre flying fox.
We continued on to Kokopo, the new local capital after Rabaul was deposed. There was talk of a new port to be built
by another northern country - so no need for Rabaul!!!
We visited Queen Emma's steps - she was a larger than life
lady of the land. (Emma Coe was an American / Samoan

born in 1850 who built a major trading organization in eastern Papua New Guinea. She died in Sydney in 1913).

QUEEN EMMA’S STEPS KOKOPO
From here we went on to the East New Britain Historical
And Cultural Centre. As far as war relics are concerned,
most of them are Japanese, as the allies mostly just tried to
starve the Japanese in Rabaul as they were so well dug in,
with 1000's of metres of tunnels.
An RAAF veteran in Maffra who was based on Goodenough
lsland said he bombed Rabaul a few times, just for fun.

The Japanese mainly fought at night, the allies fought during
daylight. Both villages gave us a cultural festival of local life.
One village was on the coast, the other inland. The inland
village, so the headman said, had the remains of an American ice-making factory. There was a large area of concrete
and engine/compressor bases on a creek. All is now hidden.

Then on to Bita Paka War Cemetery, a distance out of town
and another very well maintained cemetery. Unfortunately
we did not have time for a memorial service here.
Many of the larger towns have large steel framed buildings,
which are unfinished and rusting, although some had a couple of men working on them.

Later we went on a bus trip up to the high lookout over
Alotau, then out to the memorials at what was the Turnbull
Airstrip. We had a 90+ year old American and his daughter,
who was on landing barges in Milne Bay, and the Pacific.
With Alotau expanding, we hardly noticed K B Mission. We

Then to Kiriwina lsland, the privately owned Conflict Islands,
Kawanasausau Strait or China Strait at the east end of Milne
Bay, with Samarai Island.
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Then back to Brisbane and home to Maffra.
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Candid Camera at the 2019 AGM And Anzac Day March

David and Fred Snelling, son and grandson of Frederick
Snelling, 8th Battery

John Campbell, 8th and Emma Heddle, great grand daughter
of Charles Heddle, 9th

Barry Stokes, son of Phil Stokes, OIC, 8th Battery, David
McDonald, son of Robert McDonald, Signals and Anne Rae,
daughter of Cec Rae, 9th Battery.

Display of memorabilia prepared by Graham , Matt and Emma Heddle, son, grandson and great grand daughter of
Charles Heddle, 9th Battery.

Alasdair and Katherine Crooke, grandson and daughter-inlaw of Capt Jolley Dale Crooke, 9th Battery.

Above: Daniel Wanders, grandson of Alan Young,
7th Battery
Left: The refurbished Regimental Banner being
raised prior to the 2019 Anzac Day March in Melbourne. Our thanks go to Graeme and Matt Heddle
for arranging for this important restoration.
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